Abstract-Streaming media applications generate a sizable part of network traffic and represent a significant proportion of network providers' income. The commitment to user satisfaction can be summarized by different concepts, content providers emphasizing quality of experience (QoE), whereas network providers are more focused on quality of service (QoS). Measuring QoS parameters, and understanding the relationship between the two, is essential to enable network tuning for enhanced QoE. Analysis of actual streaming dynamics and detection of impairments require the ability to discriminate between audio and video packet flows. For the purpose we present a cross-layer analysis based on the study of packet flow features obtained by implementing a Support Vector Machine. This paper presents results of a study supported by the use of nTh HighSee, a non-intrusive QoS monitoring tool, where approaches to video/audio detection have been investigated and tested.
I. INTRODUCTION
Streaming media applications are a fast growing market area. During peak hours, platforms like Netflix or YouTube generate a very significant proportion of the overall Internet traffic. A primary target of providers is to capture attention so that users can get "hooked" to the content. While the nature of the content is what initially drives choices, customer retention is strongly related to what is called quality of experience (QoE) [1] . This term summarizes a variety of aspects that ultimately determine satisfaction and user attitude to carry on his/her experience until the whole media contents have been delivered (i.e., view a whole film, or go through a commercial advertisement from beginning to end). For streaming media, two important factors inducing users to drop off are [2] : 1) playback interruption, commonly called freeze; 2) video quality degradation.
Content providers are naturally keen to avoid QoE impairments and the network infrastructure is designed to minimize such occurrences. For this reason, they rely on a dedicated intermediate layer, called the content distribution network (CDN), made up of a number of interconnected servers from which user clients (that is, the players on a personal computer (PC) or smartphone), can download contents. Furthermore, control algorithms within players try to optimize packet download to ensure a smooth playback flow.
The CDN structure employs standard network transport layers, on which it is overlaid. For this reason, streaming media applications are termed over-the-top (OTT). Although this layering is conceptually useful from several viewpoints, it must be remembered that QoE is dependent on overall system performance. This includes the transport service offered by network providers, who are interested in apportioning their contribution to QoE by the analysis of the quality of service (QoS) given.
The QoS perspective allows a closer focus on technical, architectural and configuration issues within a network, however the QoE-to-QoS relationship is far from straightforward [3] . Nevertheless, when the two QoE issues listed above are considered, underlying network mechanisms can be understood in terms of protocol and packet flow analysis.
Some works in the literature provide insight into the characteristics and peculiarities of streaming video traffic [4] , [5] . These are usually developed from the content provider viewpoint, that is, assuming end-to-end visibility of packets that allows to keep track and classify flows generated by multimedia applications. Analysis of streaming video from the network provider viewpoint, however, is a different and harder measurement problem. In fact, a network provider does not benefit from the same end-to-end view, therefore nonintrusive analysis at an intermediate point in the network is necessary. A predictive model for detecting different levels of QoE degradation was discussed in [6] where metrics for encrypted traffic are based on timestamp of the HTTP request, the server IP address and port, the video duration and other information related to TCP statistics. In this paper we present a method based only on the study of packet flow features which allows a flexible non-intrusive analysis of OTT. Results reported in the following suggest that classification by a linear Support Vector Machine can effectively help analyze streaming traffic, when protocol information above the flow level are not available.
A preliminary step for any OTT measurement application is the identification of streaming sessions then the packet flow can be analyzed to identify relevant events and provide QoSlevel performance metrics. Furthermore, content providers are increasingly adopting Transport Layer Security (TLS) or similar protocols, which means that, in addition to content encryption introduced for digital rights management (DRM), packets are encrypted in the interest of user privacy. The shift towards encryption is bringing changes to the way monitoring can be carried out, since traditional protocol analysis is prevented, or strongly limited.
nTh Network Technologies to Help, Padova, Italy provides an OTT video monitoring solution, called HighSee [7] , that specifically targets network providers and supports them in non-intrusively tracing multimedia flows, for the purposes of benchmarking and assessment, root cause analysis of QoE degradation, verification of Service Level Agreement (SLA), etc. In this paper we present a study of multimedia traffic patterns that aims at profiling video player features, supporting nTh in the development of suitable tools for the challenging task of monitoring in the evolving environment of OTT streaming media applications.
II. UNDERSTANDING TRAFFIC PATTERNS
In this work we focus on traffic patterns, that are the measurable evidence of video player dynamics. To help understand the approach, this Section briefly describes the steps involved in viewing a video streamed by a CDN server.
A player, or viewer, is the client application that runs on the user side. It can be a dedicated application optimized for a specific service (e.g., Netflix) or a plug-in in a generalpurpose browser. Any player makes use of a playback buffer to compensate for variations in packet arrival rate and ensure the necessary constant-rate readout. For this reason, a streaming session usually begins with a start-up phase, when contents are delivered to the player at the maximum rate. When the buffer is filled to a suitable level, playback can start. After buffering, the download is governed by a flow control criterion that ensures the incoming packet rate is, on average, at least equal to the playback rate. The buffer purpose is to smooth out the effects of network throughput variations, producing a steady state condition.
Streaming applications are the largest source of downstream Internet traffic, currently taking up between 30% and 50% at peak viewing hours [5] , [8] . Perhaps not surprisingly, under these conditions network throughput is highly variable and, accordingly, download rate is far from constant. When the rate remains too low for a prolonged period, the video buffer can be depleted and rebuffering is needed. Playback is then stopped until the buffer is filled again, a condition (freeze) that has the worst effect on user experience.
In OTT applications, download dynamics are governed by the streaming client, that can rely on a local estimate of network throughput and of the current buffer size for control. The most widely adopted streaming protocols are:
• Progressive Download (PD) -at the start of a streaming session the client progressively increases the download rate until the maximum sustainable throughput is reached. This fast startup phase ends when the playback buffer has been filled. It is followed by the throttling phase, where intermittent downloads take place, based on the assumption that there is no resolution adaptation for the media being downloaded;
• Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) -this protocol was designed as a better match for network performance variations. A multimedia stream is divided in segments, each corresponding to a few seconds playback, that can be transferred as individual downloads. The ABR protocol supports different video resolutions and allows to smoothly switch between them from one segment to the next. In this way, after a fast startup phase the download rate can be varied by the client to match throughput while the playback rate remains constant, albeit with varying video quality.
In adaptive streaming, the player is provided with advance information about the multimedia contents, in the form of a file or table describing contents, available multimedia formats and URLs. In the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) open standard [9] , that supports multimedia transport for different devices and server protocols, such information is provided by the Media Presentation Description (MPD), a file that the client downloads first, at the start of a streaming session. Content segments can be located and downloaded by accessing appropriate CDN servers, in the format that better suits current resource availability, thus allowing the client to manage the session. From the monitoring viewpoint, this further increases the variability of packet flow features.
These brief descriptions evidence that user QoE is a result of interaction between application-level and transportlevel mechanisms. From the network provider viewpoint, the necessary cross-layer analysis can be based on the study of packet flow features to obtain suitable QoS indications. The final aim of the analysis is to detect freeze conditions and understand their causes, which requires monitoring flow rates in multimedia streams and possibly infer the conditions leading to playback buffer depletion. Significant decreases in video resolution between consecutive chunks should also be monitored for the ABR protocol since, after freezes, they are the second most significant cause of QoE degradation. Correct detection of multimedia streaming flows is the starting step for any QoS analysis application. In Internet measurement, an IP flow is usually determined by a quintuple of values within a packet header, namely: {IP source address, IP destination address, source port number, destination port number, transport protocol type} [11] . Packets are assumed to be part of the same flow if they fall within a given time window. At present, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the most common transport protocol, whereby a portion of the multimedia contents called a chunk is downloaded in a TCP session.
Non-intrusive detection of multimedia streaming flows can be based on the analysis of IP source addresses. For this purpose, the monitoring application must build CDN address maps, relying on information from Domain Name Servers (DNSs), or other methods when the video service does not use DNS. When a flow of interest is detected, marking the start of a monitoring window, the measuring device sets a timeout interval after each received packet. When no standard termination takes place, the connection is assumed to have ended if the timeout expires. At the application level, an IP flow might correspond to an entire PD download, as well as to a single ABR chunk.
Traditionally, more detailed analysis is the task of protocol analyzers, that can process huge amounts of packet data, decode appropriate fields, recognize important protocol features and ultimately produce key performance indicators (KPIs). In the multimedia streaming scenario, purely protocol-oriented analysis is progressively loosing part of its usefulness because of the trend towards encryption. Of course, if the monitoring application and the streaming application are run on the same end-device (e.g., smartphone or PC), complete information is actually available even with encrypted packets, providing the ground truth. In the work presented in this paper ground truth data are employed to investigate non-intrusive detection algorithms.
IV. STREAMING PROTOCOL DETECTION
To support reliable QoS analysis of multimedia flows, it is first necessary to understand which streaming protocol is employed. To analyze and compare proposed non-intrusive monitoring approaches, it is important to define some conditions of reproducibility for test results. In fact, multimedia flow dynamics can be affected by a large number of factors that variously involve protocols and their options, specific implementations of multimedia client and server, network traffic conditions. Necessarily, a controlled test environment is required, where only part of the affecting factors are allowed to vary.
For this part of the study, a single short video was created and uploaded on the servers of two well-known applications, YouTube and Facebook, that in terms of QoE targets were found to differ enough to provide adequate variety in test data. Measured traffic traces and analysis results can differ because of variety in the behavior of players, in the multimedia formats supported by CDN servers and in the choice of multimedia protocol, whereas no impairments are present. Using a single reference video, we were able to consider the behavior of different browsers, i.e., Safari and Chrome, keeping the video resolution (640 × 360) and audio bit rate (96 kb/s) unaltered.
Observation of network traffic evidences that a PD packet stream corresponds to an undifferentiated IP flow, whereas in ABR, in the largest majority of cases, time synchronized audio and video chunks are kept in separate boxes within the same file container (MP4 or similar), and are not multiplexed. ABR typically produces a fragmented traffic pattern, a feature that can be exploited to discriminate it from PD where, on the contrary, traffic patterns tend to be more regular.
An example of a PD flow pattern is shown in Fig. 1 . Packets were captured and timestamped using the Wireshark analysis tool, the plot showing packet sequence numbers versus time. Horizontal segments in the plot correspond to time intervals when no packet arrived, confirming that transport in the PD throttling phase is discontinuous. The flow can thus be approximately divided into segments separated by empty time intervals. the cumulative plot is also apparent here, but it can be noticed that steps have widely different sizes and, particularly, that some steps of consistently small size are present. The latter are associated with audio chunks, where packets are significantly less than in video chunks. Another important feature is that, in this case, two distinct streams from the CDN were activated by the viewer, that employs both of them in the fast startup to more quickly fill its playback buffer, then keeps them alive until the end of the download.
As a first step in the analysis, a captured traffic flow is divided into equal-length segments, and indicators representing key segment features are computed. The term 'chunk' cannot yet be used here, since the protocol is still undetected. Using Wireshark measurements, the following parameters were defined, all reflecting the idea that IP flow regularity can be a useful protocol detection criterion:
• mean aggregate size (i.e., total numebr of bytes) of segments, normalized to total number of downloaded bytes;
• variance of normalized segment size;
• number of non-empty segments;
• mean segment inter-arrival time, normalized to total download time;
• variance of normalized inter-arrival times.
The resulting parameter vector is used as the entry to a linear support vector machine (SVM), that is trained to classify it according to the streaming protocol.
In our test the SVM training set was composed by 11 completely characterized multimedia streaming sessions, where the reference video was played with both YouTube and Facebook using different browsers and devices. The SVM was then tested on a different set of 32 more playback sessions, where 100% correct classification was obtained (it is fair to remind that, given the cardinality of the test set, a 3% threshold applies). An interesting outcome of the test is that segmentation, which is a protocol-blind step, appears to be not too critical for performance. In fact, although the matching between segments and actual ABR chunks was no more than 70%, correct PD/ABR discrimination was obtained. Further testing is clearly necessary, e.g., to characterize network impairment effects.
V. ABR VIDEO/AUDIO DISCRIMINATION
The next step of the study is an investigation into the possibility of classifying ABR chunks according to contents (i.e., video, audio, control data), by the analysis of some general features only. The output of the nTh HighSee analysis tool provides a reference that allows to assess classification performance.
In an OTT application, unencrypted multimedia flows typically use TCP/IP and the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). In case of HTTP version 1 or 1.1, or more in general when no simultaneous get are present in the same TCP port, the events that define the start and end of an ABR chunk are defined in Fig. 3(a) . It can be noticed that a chunk starts with a HTTP get request and its end corresponds either to a new get, or to the expiration of a connection timeout.
Parameters summarizing chunk features can be defined by referring them to events highlighted in Fig. 3(b) . The following were considered: (a) (b) Fig. 3 . ABR chunk definition (a) and relevant events within a chunk (b).
• downloadTime -the time between the arrival of the first and last chunk packets from the CDN server at the client. This can be computed as a timestamp difference;
• totalTime -the time between the sending of the first request to the CDN server and the arrival of the last chunk packet. It can be interpreted as the time a viewer remains active (downloading) on an individual chunk;
• byteDownlink -the total number of bytes corresponding to a chunk;
• latency -the time between sending out a request and the arrival of the first chunk packet;
• requestInterval -the time between the starts of consecutive chunks.
In addition, rate = byteDownlink/totalTime is an average byte rate, as seen by the client taking also latency into account, and rateTime = downloadTime/totalTime is a sort of chunk "burstiness index".
The behavior of these parameters was analyzed by plotting them versus time or versus one another, to evidence possible patterns that might be associated specifically with either 'video' or 'audio' contents. The most significant were found to be the number of bytes and the rates computed for each chunk.
Even in controlled test conditions, as far as multimedia contents and network traffic are concerned, several factors contribute to produce variety in results. Consequently, chunk parameters may vary more or less markedly. The most significnt differences can be traced to the way the ABR protocol is implemented in a client application, and the choice of multimedia formats supported by the CDN. In this respect, different emphasis on QoE can be reflected by the greater or smaller variety of formats available.
Analysis of flow traces has shown that, although ABR chunks refer to segmentation of both audio and video contents, rate switching between chunks in practice refers mostly to the video part. This can be explained by the fact that the largest part of transported bytes is video, therefore a change in format has greater effect, for instance, in relieving the consequences of network bottlenecks. Differences in user perceptive responses to video and audio quality variations may also be a factor. It follows that the audio part of an ABR stream is composed of chunks with roughly constant features throughout a session, carrying fewer bytes in total (typically, in fewer packets). This is shown, for instance, in Fig. 4(a) , where bytes per chunk are plotted over time for a 15-minute Netflix video monitored with nTh HighSee.
A simple answer to the video/audio discrimination problem might then be based on a statistical test for a single parameter, such as byteDownlink. A smoothed histogram of the Netflix trace is presented in Fig. 4(b) , where the dashed vertical line represents a discrimination threshold determined as the weighted mean of the two histogram peaks. Tests showed that all chunks classified as video corresponded correctly to video chunks, while only the 83% of chunks classified as audio was effectively audio chunks since the remaining 17% was instead short video chunks. The criterion can be effective under stationary streaming conditions. However, the assumption that chunks carrying fewer bytes are always audio does not hold, for instance, in the fast startup phase and may fail when bottlenecks or re-buffering following a freeze occurs.
Detection performance can be improved if classification is based on multiple parameters and, to this aim, SVMs were again tested, comparing a linear and a polynomial kernel SVM. The four-parameter input vector [byteDownlink, rate, downloadTime, rateTime] is formed by the chunk parameters that, on the basis of preliminary analysis, were expected to provide better selectivity.
Examples of SVM training are shown in Fig. 5 where, to allow graphical representation, a two-dimensional subspace restricted to the first two parameters is considered. The training set is a total of 218 chunks referring to four YouTube streaming sessions, using either PC or smartphone and a Chrome browser or a dedicated app, that were specifically selected on account of some critical flow patterns. Control chunks were considered as a separate class from video and audio, which required the combined use of two SVMs, as evidenced by the presence of two thresholds in the figures.
The testing phase involved a further 19 different sessions, totalling 1035 chunks in the same scenarios. A complete characterization of test results can be given by confusion matrices, that are presented in Table I for YouTube streaming Providing a suitable training set and ensuring its adequacy to cover widely varying conditions, is among the difficult aspects in the design of SVM-based video/audio detection. In this regard it should also be emphasized that, currently, multimedia streaming traffic mostly employs HTTP within the TLS protocol (i.e., HTTPS), therefore get requests are actually encrypted and several protocol features become unrecognizable.
Further possibilities for 'blind' analysis are being investigated, namely, a neural network-based unsupervised learning approach and a heuristic approach based on some features of streaming protocol dynamics.
In the former case, experiments were carried out with a Growing Neural Gas (GNG), a kind of neural network that autonomously builds and updates links among incoming parameter vectors. This leads to the creation of clusters with which, depending on a suitable distance metric, any new parameter vector can be associated, hopefully coinciding with chunk classification. Testing however showed that actual clusters only partially meet the requirement, unless some supervised training is carried out. Unfortunately, at present the training set needed to achieve the desired performance is far too large to be practicable.
An alternative to a pre-assessed training set is the use of heuristics for a preliminary classification of chunks. The approach consists in defining recognition rules for features that, on the basis of current experience, allow to differentiate between audio and video. These are derived from observations of the video referred to in Fig. 4 , as well as two more Netflix videos streamed by app to an Android smartphone. For one of the latter, download bandwidth restrictions were introduced, resulting in two instances of 'freeze' over a 20-minute playback length, to which some fast moves along the video were added.
With heuristics, it was found that detection of audio is an easier target, on account of more stable chunk features. Basically, audio chunks are characterized by lower values of the parameter rate and short interarrival times. However, video chunks downloaded during conditions of network instability may have similar features. Additional specific heuristics are then needed to filter these out. Initially a 'type identifier' is assigned to a chunk on the basis of a CDN server IP address and port number. Subsequent chunks in a TCP connection can be associated to the same type, provided their rate is within ±50% of the mean value, otherwise a change in download rate is assumed and a different identifier is introduced. The selection is refined by excluding from the analysis chunk types whose features may cause misidentification. An extensive discussion of individual heuristics is beyond the scope of the paper, but the main results are summarized in Table II . Although performance has seemingly dropped somewhat in comparison with Table I , it should be remarked that heuristics-based classification employs less information.
The possibility of combining GNG with heuristics is for further study.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper outlines a development path that aims at providing network-level QoE/QoS monitoring applications with the ability to adapt to a rapidly changing and evolving scenario. Non-intrusive analysis of OTT applications is made progressively harder by the way multimedia streaming protocols and applications themselves are evolving. Consequently, measurement tools need to either track constantly evolving paths, or follow resilient approaches that make them less subject to obsolescence. This paper presents the outcome of an attempt to focus the analysis on stable basic information, with encouraging achievements as far as protocol classification and audio/video discrimination are concerned.
